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Matilde and Marco
Podere del Maro came into being in the summer of 2018. It is named after the Valle del Maro, its home in the Ligurian
countryside.
We lovingly cultivate several hectares of vineyards in a breathtakingly spectacular valley, which features archetypal, southfacing terraces at around 300 meters above sea-level. Viticulture here is arduous; manual and artisanal labour is required
to manage our vineyard. Our desire is to breathe life back into this fabulous terroir and to reinstate the Vermentino, a
remarkable native vine.
The olive groves scattered across the valley also form part of the vineyard. We tend approximately 700 olive trees from which
we produce monocultivar Taggiasca Extra Virgin Olive Oil.
Bees are integral to our farm. We endeavor to safeguard the ecosystem and produce exquisite cut comb honey.
We also cultivate medicinal plants for the production of organic herbal teas.

Our values

Healthy planet, healthy people: towards a holistic ecological approach
Networking: participating and sharing
Humility and simplicity
Listening to maintain sound relationships
Restraint: small is beautiful
Lifelong learning
Neighbourliness, support and solidarity

The Agronomist
Patrizio Michelis
Patrizio has always been clear about what unites and distinguishes the terms “biologico (organic)” and “biodinamico
(biodynamic)”: the shared Greek prefix “bios” means life, “logos” refers to the concept of reasoning and knowledge, while
“dinamikòs” relates to movement and action, the product of forces acting contemporaneously and jointly. Hence, observe,
understand and then take action. His thirst for knowledge derives from a passion for nature gained in childhood, which
was cemented during his agricultural studies and followed by years of work and research dedicated to observing and
understanding, which is integral to his ability to now take action.

The Oenologist
Davide Pera
A varied, educational route that included Organic Chemistry and Wine Agronomy was followed by a fortuitous encounter with
Tachis, my greatest teacher. His most important teachings are dedication and learning, which, following the years I spent
with him at the Technical Directorate of Santadi and Agricola Punica, have helped me forge my present freelance career.
Some of the most active years of my career occurred in Montalcino alongside the great Brunello producers, not to mention
New Zealand, UK and USA with Alberto Antonini and his team, and involved vinification of some of the most famous
varieties of Italian grapes outside Italy. Despite having collaborated with eminent national and international wine producers,
I also enjoy dedicating my time to small, sometimes micro-businesses, when these are born out of passion and desire, an
approach that captures the essence of beauty and goodness.

Nature’s Nutritious Bounty
Our products are cultivated with respect for nature and people, beyond organic and any other classification. Our farming is
upheld by strong ethics and the quality of our products is obvious at first glance.
Passion, humanity, respect for the earth and a refusal to conform are key to sustainable and flavoursome farming!
We use only natural crop care products and take cosmic influences into consideration when undertaking our farming.
We respect what the environment offers us: crops are chosen based on their suitability for a specific pedoclimate.
We keep the soil fertile and rich using compost, green manure and biodynamic preparations.
Pest control is carried out by choosing the right intercropping techniques, by implementing appropriate crop rotations
and by guaranteeing a rich biodiversity. Plant macerates, decoctions and herbal infusions, as well as essential oils, are of
fundamental importance in this respect.

At the top Matilde and Marco, than we find the agronomist Patrizio. At the bottom left the gardener Natale and at the right the oenologist Davide

1. RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT: ORGANIC AND ETHICAL

Being organic alone is not enough to guarantee the health of an ecosystem and, accordingly, the quality of an agricultural
product. We recognise the need to increase commitment and tackle new frontiers. One area to cultivate is ethics, which, more
often than not, are disregarded. We humans have lost our sense of morality. We plunder the land of its precious resources
and fail to respect our fellow creatures. At Podere del Maro, we like to think of ethics as plants that are deeply rooted within
each and every one of us and to be cultivated with passion. This is an area in which we can make a difference and counter the
difficulties we face ahead. Changing the world starts, first and foremost, by changing ourselves.

2. NEXT GENERATION

The idea was brought into being by two young people: Matilde and Marco. Ours is a fledgling idea that needs time to mature
but is ripe with good intentions and bucket loads of determination. If you care about the future of our planet, then please
support young people like us; food production and its supply is one of the greatest causes of climate change, which impacts
us all. We are at the cutting-edge of the farming movement!

3. ARTISAN

People with a history. People who cultivate with conviction and grit and learn from their mistakes. We are artisans who never
stray far from the fields, who look after each plant as if it were our first one, who know our trade and apply it with sweat and
courage, working efficiently in peace and harmony. Farmworkers and artisans from a bygone age.

4. AUTHENTICITY: PROUD TO BUCK THE TREND

We are not interested in market trends. The changes we make are to improve our working practices, increasing care and
precision. Rather than follow the market, we follow the laws of nature. Thus, our products change with the seasons and retain
their uniqueness. To fully appreciate our products you must travel down a forgotten, country lane. Allow us to show you the
beauty of another world, one that has been crafted differently and is off the beaten track.

5. SOCIAL

A farm set up for the people by the people. A working farm that uses local manpower, rediscovering the joys and advantages
of working together. We are committed to bringing the Valle del Maro, one of Italy’s most underdeveloped inland areas, to life
through a rich calendar of events. Our doors are always open to the public and we use a variety of online and offline media
and tools to communicate the value of what we do each and every day.

6. LAND RECOVERY AND ENHANCEMENT

The land we purchase or rent has been abandoned. We breathe new life into land that, over the years, has been overtaken by
woodland. Thus follows a long and arduous clear-up. The advantages are: the enormous satisfaction in recovering such land
and soil fertility which, after years of going back to nature, has been completely regenerated. This is what makes our products
100% organic. Furthermore, being totally surrounded by forest protects us from potential harmful chemical drift. We only
grow indigenous varieties and when we promote them on a national and international scale, we enhance the identity of their
place of origin.

7. INNOVATION AND RESILIENCE

We undertake manual farming with the support of the latest technologies, employing traditional best practice and getting the
most out of our land. We are always open to change and always ready to change course.

8. RESEARCH

We write a blog in which we publish the results of tests done on the fields, so as to make them accessible to all those who
cultivate the land. We also publish non-technical reflections, dreams, ideas for the future and stories that support our
products. Research primarily leads to discussion.

9. DIVERSIFICATION

Podere del Maro has a specific purpose: to support the food needs of a family and a community. We cannot live off
monoculture, which is why we have chosen to grow vines for wine grapes, Taggiasca olives, medicinal plants for herbal teas,
vegetables, fruit trees, ancient grains and other cereals, as well as keep bees and rear farmyard animals. We refer to our
business as a diversified agricultural “organism”. An organism because everything needs to be in balance for the health of our
crops and us farmers. This balance is synonymous with sustainability and we are wholeheartedly committed to protecting it,
for the future of the planet and future generations.

10. LESS IS MORE

Production is limited, out of choice and out of necessity but, above all, out of a desire for quality.

Ligurian Vermentino
Riviera Ligure di Ponente D.O.C.
A Ligurian Vermentino from biodynamic grapes which, like the young couple who produce it,
is sustainable, distinct, innovative and responsible.
The geography of the countryside and the human landscape of the valiant Ligurian farmers
infuse this Ligurian Vermentino with soul and character. Artisanal and manual farming is
the bedrock of stories interwoven with sacrifice, tradition and innovation, stories that are
beautiful to hear and good to taste.
Choose to be different, choose HUMUS. Different like the life choices of those who cultivate
this land and discover themselves through connecting with it, and different like those who
choose to taste this biodynamic wine.
Grapes: 100% Vermentino
Place of origin: terraced vineyards in Borgomaro
Altitude: 300 metres above sea level
Alcohol content: 13% by vol.
Fermentation: stainless steel (temperature controlled)
Ageing: in steel for 6 months
Refinement: inside the bottle for 3 months
Colour: deep straw yellow with golden reflections; clear and bright
Bouquet: hints of aromatic herbs, citrus fruits, pineapple, cedar wood and ginger, with an
intense finish of seawater notes, a touch of seaweed and a hint of mint freshness.
Flavour: pleasantly fresh inside the mouth, with a balanced acidity and flavours of yellow
peach, mango, ripe pear and a sweet almond finish. This wine leaves an aftertaste of savoury
and iodised notes.
Serving suggestion: a wine that can be enjoyed with sophisticated aperitifs and raw fish and is
a perfect match for Ligurian dishes made of produce from land and sea. Round off your meal
with fresh goat’s cheese or medium-matured Fontina cheese.

What does it take to produce this wine?

- Responsible management of water resources on the vineyard
- Careful maintenance of the rows and dry-stone walls
- Use of self-produced compost for fertilisation
- Autumnal green manure for fertilisation, for weed reduction and for the protection of
biodiversity
- Shredded residues from pruning and green manure
- Manual pruning
- General minimisation of human intervention: we only take action when strictly necessary
- Constant commitment to reducing added sulphites in the winery and to reducing copper
and sulphur in the vineyard

HUMUS

VERMENTINO · 2018

Riviera ligure di Ponente
Denominazione di Origine Controllata

HUMUS - The Vermentino’s label of Podere del Maro
The letter of the artist Marco Bongiorni to Matilde and Marco

Disegnare l’etichetta di un vino significa dare forma ad un’esperienza
che si muoverà su un registro sensoriale molto diverso da quello della
visione.
In una bottiglia sono racchiusi sapori, profumi, ma certo anche
ricordi, pensieri, momenti e sensazioni sfuggevoli, per questo,
realizzare una grafica che racchiuda questa complessità è lavoro
difficile.
Oltre a questo c’è di più; ci siete voi col vostro lavoro, il vostro progetto,
le vostre fatiche e i sogni con cui state nutrendo la terra; un’etichetta è
davvero uno spazio piccolo per contenere tutto questo.
E’ il volto di un vino, la faccia con cui le persone impareranno a
conoscerlo, per poi riconoscerlo e magari diventarne amici.
Ho ascoltato con attenzione le vostre idee e mi è parso che il modo
migliore di interpretarle fosse quello di usare un disegno forte, fiero
ma profondo. Il volto è coronato da uno sfondo a tratteggio, segni sulla
carta come solchi sul terreno. Ci sono la stessa fatica e lo stesso amore.
E’ il ritratto di un combattente, un campione di MMA degli anni 2000,
al quale ho unito alcune parti di miei autoritratti. Spero che questa
immagine possa in qualche modo infondere forza al vostro lavoro e ai
vostri sacrifici e quando sarà necessario, magari, aiutarvi a difenderli.
Vi ringrazio ancora e vi auguro il meglio per questa bella avventura.
Un abbraccio
Marco Bongiorni

The message we want to spread with this label
Without Humus, there would not be life on our Planet. This biodynamic wine grows in a
fertile soil, that we worship and care for with passion and devotion. It is a real wine, as nature
wants, made through ancient techniques.
The Italian sound of the word “humus” is similar to that of “uomo”(man). This wine contains
real stories of real workers: artisans never tired to cultivate fields, who take care of every plant
with the maximum attention. Visionaries, brave people. Nowadays, there are few people like
them left.
The face: a fighter of MMA as a farmer. Two figures whose life is a never ending fight. This is
what you can’t not find in our wine: strong personality and rich taste.

Taggiasca Extra Virgin Olive Oil
An oil made from Taggiasca olives with a translucent, greenish colour and a fruity, sweet,
gentle, lingering aroma.
The 700 Taggiasca olive trees cultivated using biodynamic farming methods produce this
nectar, which forms the basis of a Mediterranean diet.
The main gifts typical of this Taggiasca oil are its sweetness and delicacy. Harvesting takes
place before the olives are completely ripe and their full range of colours is on display: light
green, dark green, shades of red, brown and purple. They are pressed immediately.
An extra virgin oil with punch that is never dull or intrusive. Perfect for drizzling over
vegetable dishes, fish dishes, any other Ligurian dish or those with limited cooking times.
Delicious over boiled fish and healthy for all the family.
Colour: greenish yellow, bright and translucent, oozing sophistication.
Aroma: fruity, sweet, gentle and lingering with hints of green apple, celery, freshly picked peas
and young artichokes.
Flavour: its harmonious, full-bodied taste gives way to floral bass notes and a hint of green
vegetables, with notes of artichoke and an almond finish. An oil with a savoury, almost salty
taste, typical of oils obtained from olives picked at the right age. Its aftertaste is strong,
flavoursome and vigorous.

Honey
Biodynamic wildflowers “overlooking the ocean”
Podere del Maro’s biodynamic wildflower honey is gathered in Borgomaro, in our distinctive
biodynamic apiary, which, using its distinct geometric composition, draws in the sun’s energy.
From rosemary and sage to wildflowers, acacia and lime, as well as chestnut and blackberry
blossom. The list is endless. Mapping the flowers of one of Italy’s most wild areas is no mean
feat.
A variety of nectars and pollen form the basis of this honey, which is high in nutritional and
organoleptic qualities. A complete product for individual health. A sea breeze accompanies our
bees on their cleansing flights; so we can guarantee that our wildflower honey is of the highest
quality and purity.
It can be enjoyed with both soft and hard, fresh and seasoned cheeses. It is the perfect garnish
for sweet and savoury dishes, sweetening medicinal herbal teas or eaten by the spoonful
whenever takes your fancy.

Medicinal herbs
A unique collection of fragrances with beneficial properties
Biodynamic medicinal herbs are true allies when it comes to our wellbeing. Active ingredients
with myriad uses: from infusion for fragrant herbal teas, to sweet and savoury dish garnishes,
to enhancing handmade soaps and creams. The possibilities are endless.
Would you like to improve your sleep or digestion, find inner calm or detoxify your body?
Podere del Maro cultivates a broad range of organic medicinal herbs: chamomile, lemon
balm, lavender, sage, rosemary, oregano, thyme, helichrysum, etc., which are then slowly
dried at low temperatures.
Our medicinal herb crop is not irrigated. This means the yield volume is lower but the potency
and quality of its aroma and its positive impact on the body is far greater. Furthermore, the
south-facing aspect of the fields ensures long and intense exposure to sunlight. The freshness
and strength of the herbs’ active ingredients is retained from field to table. Unleash their
aroma every time you open one of our jars. Taste the sea air that accompanies our work at
every stage, from cultivation and harvesting to drying and packaging.
A true panacea for adults and children.

Rist ro
Social Bistrot

THE BEST PLACE FOR YOUR PRIVATE EXCLUSIVE EVENT
WE LOVE TO MAKE OUR CUSTOMER’S DREAMS REALITY
BOOK THE LOCATION NOW AND START TO DESIRE

To combine traditions with modernityin order to promote local sustainable
developmentbeginning with food.This is our mission
To use local seasonal ingredients in all their parts. This is our course.

Enjoy a unique experience ofmountain and sea cuisine
RistOro offers a place and a time for an authentic experience where you can discover
the region and its gastronomic and viticultural treasures, a place where the encounter of
agriculture and gastronomy generates conviviality.
Relax under the stars and savour the typical dishes of the Ligurian countryside. These are
created using organic, seasonal and local ingredients and have been reconfigured in line with
the modern day concept of environmental sustainability.
What could be better than drinking a good bottle of wine,
relaxing in the dining room or garden and enjoying an exquisite local dish?
Sit back, chat with friends, whisper sweet nothings to your lover…
Welcome to the Social Bistro, your home from home.
RistOro’s uniqueness derives from its limited number of covers, never more than 15, and its
harmonious bucolic setting suitable for all occasions.

